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Mammoth Protest Rally in Kolkata

Tormented and devastated by
gallopingly rising price line, artificial
scarcity of essential food articles
created by an unholy nexus of
hoarders-blackmarketers-police-administration-political touts, mounting
unemployment, rapid erosion of real
income, closure-lock-outs, job loss,
limitless corruption, increasing
incidents of rape and sexual assault
on women as well as brutal killing
of gang-rape victims, thumping
around of arch criminals and antisocials enjoying political backing
from the ruling circle — people of
West Bengal, like other parts of the
country, were desperately looking
forward to an organized outburst of
protest that would shake the rulers
and oppressors. From experience,
they have realized that the voteseeking political parties, whether the
avowed
rightists
and
selfproclaimed Gandhites or the
pseudo-Marxists and ‘official’ lefts,
have least concern for their
growing
predicament
and
nightmarish life condition. These
parties only parade in gimmicks and
deceptions, use and exploit the
accumulated grievances of the
suffering people for carving out a
space in the corridors of power and
make political fortune. When wails
and woes of the hungry persecuted
millions is renting the air, the powerhungry leaders of these vote-based
parties are busy working out
electoral arithmetic, combination
and recombination of poll allies and
tacitly inciting all kinds of

divisiveness to nurture their
respective vote-banks. In this
pervading darkness, they have found
a sparkle, a ray of hope in the
SUCI(C), which alone is striding
against the current, holding aloft the
noble banner of Marxism-LeninismShibdas Ghosh Thought, standing by
the side of the suffering people,
organizing them on the platform of
united
sustained
well-knit
democratic movement on the
burning problems of life, conducting
the movements based on higher
proletarian ethics and culture and
helping them in gaining necessary
political consciousness to chart out
the path of emancipation of gruelling capitalist exploitation which is
the root of all the evils in their life.
So, they have thronged in
thousands — workers, peasants,
agricultural labourers, teachers,
students, youth, women from every
nook and corner of the state—in
response to the call of the SUCI(C)
and marched in a well-disciplined
decorated procession from Hedua
park in North Kolkata to Rani
Rashmoni Road in the central hub
of the city, on 12 November
highlighting their legitimate demands
which, inter alia, included immediate
reining in of the price spiral,
prevention of black-marketing and
hoarding, appropriate steps to stop
atrocities on women, banishing sexeducation from school curriculum,
withdrawal of the decision to
abolish pass-fail system in school
education, roll back hike in power

tariff etc. Fists clasped in resolve
to take forward the movement
further and escalate it to new
height till the governments, both
central and state, yield to the just
demands, rousing slogans behoving
the fervour of sustained powerful
spirited struggle made the 48
thousand odd rally emblematic of
assertion of people’s power
throughout the 10 km long journey.
Comrades Debaprosad Sarkar,
Gopal Kundu, Soumen Basu and
Sankar Saha, all members of the
Central Committee of the Party,
and the State Committee leaders
were at the front. The passers-by
and onlookers, most of whom were
aware of this rally because they
had given their consent to the
charter of demands during the
three-month long massive signature
campaign undertaken by the Party
before the rally, could feel with
confidence that everything has not
dried up in the state of West
Bengal, in the city of Kolkata, once
the citadel of left-democratic
movement in the country, fount of
inspiration to the struggling millions
round the country. It was
heartening for them to note that
notwithstanding onset of the
harvesting season, compulsion of
earning livelihood through toil,
impending commencement of
annual examination in schools,
working people from all walks of
life, fervent boys and girls had set
foot in the path of struggle to
announce boldly that human

essence and sense of social
obligation have not eluded one and
all despite concerted effort on the
part of the rulers to demolish the
moral backbone of the nation
particularly the youth with its array
of means to spread decadence and
degradation.
In a brief meeting held after
the rally reached the destination
point, Comrade Soumen Bose,
Member, Central Committee and
West Bengal State Secretary,
informed that if the demands are
not met, the Party would intensify
the movement and spread to each
and every block, each and every
panchayat and municipal area of
the state organizing people right
from the grassroots level. He called
upon all to wholeheartedly plunge
into this movement. What was most
despicable is that despite prior
information to and confirmation
from the state government, no
minister cared to meet a delegation
of the Party leaders which went to
the new State Secretariat building
to place the charter of demands
and hand over 42 lakhs of
signatures collected in support of
those demands. It showed how
callous and disdainful towards the
legitimate demands of the people
and disrespectful to the struggle of
the people is the Trinamool
Congress-led state government that
came to power by promising a
‘poriborton’ (change) of the
utterly anti-people despotic rule of
the previous CPI (M) government.
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Make SUCI(C) victorious from the Buradi
Constituency in the ensuing Delhi Assembly Election
The people of Delhi are once again face to face with the state election
to constitute the state Assembly. These elections are being held at a time
when the run-away inflation, unemployment and corruption have made the
lives of the people miserable. The policies of capitalist globalization, opening
up of the economy and privatization, being pursued for more than two
decades now, have only brought increasing devastation in people’s life.
Unemployment is soaring, prices are shooting up by leaps and bounds, real
income is steadily falling, job loss is rampant, poverty is appalling, hunger
and starvation are daunting, corruption is all-pervasive and galloping, and the
gap between a few rich and millions of impoverished is ever widening.
Eking out a bare living is eluding vast multitude of the toiling people. When
the ruling capitalist class, its subservient political parties and lackeys are
celebrating voyage to the Mars spending hundreds of crores of rupees from
public exchequer, 77% of the country’s population is not in a position to
spend as little as Rs. 20/- a day. Whosoever is saddled in governmental
power-Congress, BJP or any other bourgeois combination- there is no relent
in dogged pursuit of the ruinous policies of capitalist globalization and
consequent destitution of the common people.
Scenario of Delhi, the capital of common residents of Delhi. Both
capitalist India
have equally played decisive antiSixty six years of capitalist people roles in destroying the Public
misrule at the Centre has brought Distribution System, uprooting of
nothing else but increasing disaster industries, denying minimum wages
in the life of the countrymen. Delhi, to workers and introducing contract
the capital city of India cannot be an system even in the organized sector
exception to this general scenario. in Delhi. Both are equally
As the most dependable party of the responsible for privatization of
ruling class, the Congress has not power and water supply as a result
left any stone unturned to transform of which t he transmission,
Delhi into a most modern sprawling distribution and billing of the electric
metropolis with wide four-lane supply have already been privatized
asphalt roads, serpentine fly-overs, by assigning the work to three
under-passes, beautified parks with private companies. The privatization
dazzling lights, glittering neon signs of the treatment, distribution and
and sparkling street lights, plush billing of water supply is under way
bungalows and hundreds of posh in a phased manner under the PPP
hotels and restaurants with the sole model. For the last few years the
aim of extricating the corporate tariff of water and electricity have
sector-both Indian and foreign- out been raised alarmingly in the most
of the economic crisis. This lush of arbitrary
and
non-transparent
modernity is showcased as the manner.
Privatization
and
‘spectacular development’ of the commercialization of health-care and
capital city. But, this is just one face, education is depriving people of
rather the façade, of Delhi. This these essential basic services.
Delhi is of the handful of rich and Common people cannot afford the
affluent, the corporate sector, the costly medical treatment. The policy
political big-wigs, unscrupulous decisions to do away with
businessmen, corruption kings—in a examinations up to the 8t h standard
word, the privileged few in the and introduction of sex education
ruthlessly exploitative capitalist from primary and secondary levels
system. But the other face of Delhi, in schools are part of the larger
is Delhi of the poor and oppressed, conspiracy of the ruling class to
Delhi of the slum-dwellers and deprive the people of their right to
pavement-dwellers, Delhi of the education and at the same time
majority 70% of the populace living degenerate the cultural, moral and
under sub-human conditions without ethical backbone of the younger
any civic facilities whatsoever and generations. In the realm of higher
plagued by perpetual problem of education too, in consonance with
policy
of
curtailment,
water and electric supply. BJP, the the
other trusted party of the ruling class commercialization and regimentation
which has also ruled Delhi and is of higher education, decisions to
currently running the three introduce four year graduation
Municipal Corporations of the city, courses and resorting to hefty yearly
are busy projecting their respective hikes in the fees have already been
progress cards of ‘growth and taken despite resistance from the
and
the
academic
development’—the buzzword of the students
vote-merchants in every election community.
Alongside all these, the sociothat sounds like prattle to the
suffering citizens. The fact is that cultural scenario is turning worse
both of them are equally responsible with every passing day. According
for the plight and misery of the to the data released by the National

Crime Records Bureau (NCRB),
Delhi tops all the cities of the
country with 5194 crimes against
women and 3635 crimes against
children during the year 2012. Since
the data reflects only the registered
cases, the actual figure of the cases
will definitely be much higher. The
national capital is most unsafe for
the women with incidents of rape,
gang rape, molestation and killings.
The brutal gang rape and murder of
‘Damini’, a young para-medical girl
student in a speeding bus barely a
year back shook the very roots of
humanity and stirred uproar in the
whole country. What was more
despicable is that when the people
burst into spontaneous protest, the
state and Central governments
pounced upon the protestors with
batons, rubber bullets and water
cannons.
From their own
experience people now realize that
both the BJP and Congress, having
been in power in Delhi in turn, have,
by implementing the policies of
capitalist
globalization
and
privatization, created favourable
ground for rampant corruption,
inefficiency,
callousness
and
mismanagement in government
departments which has added to the
misery of the common man.
People’s anger against all this is
bursting forth in protests like the
Anna movement and the 16t h
December protests.

Desperate bid to establish 2party system
In Delhi state election also,
these two parties are the main
contestants.
With
Congress
thoroughly
discredited,
arch
communal BJP, committed to follow
the same anti-people pro-capitalist
policies, have been, with the backing
of the ruling capitalist class, selling a
bouquet of ‘dreams’ to the Delhi
electorates for riding to power. But
the fact is that both of them are
dependable parties of the ruling
capitalist class. Both are enjoying its
backing and patronage. As
capitalism is becoming more and
more crisis-ridden, it is, in order to
provide extra lease of life to its
moribund existence, subverting
bourgeois parliamentary democracy,
dispossessing the system of its
essence, flouting, trampling and even
curtailing the hitherto established
norms, codes, conventions and
practices. Election is shrewdly
manipulated by money-musclemedia power. Electoral rules, in the
name of reforms, are bent at will to
suit the parties or combinations the
class intends to make victorious.
Thus, the legislature is virtually

turned into an appendage of the
ruling class with only the chosen and
hand-picked candidates with all their
notoriety and lure for power. As a
part of this process, the class is bent
upon establishing a two-party system
in a full-fledged manner so that the
electorate is compelled to restrict its
choice between two or at best three
contesting sides floated by the same
ruling class. So, no matter whoever
wins, the basic policies, approach,
attitude and activities would remain
unaltered.
It is pertinent in this connection
to say a few words about the newly
formed ‘Aam Aadmi Party’ of
Arvind Kejriwal which, as per the
media, owned and controlled by the
same class, is slated to win a good
number of seats. It may be added
that Shri Kejriwal came to the
forefront during the anti-corruption
movement of Anna Hazare. It is the
same Shri Kejriwal who during the
Anna Movement used to vow to
keep the movement free from
politics. But, later he fell out with
Annaji, joined politics and floated his
own party. Shunning the path of
people’s movement and under the
smokescreen of attractive slogans
promising end of corruption,
reduction in rates of water and
electricity and by taking cover under
gimmicks to gain cheap popularity,
Kejriwal and his party has not
uttered a word against the
devastating policies of capitalist
globalization and privatization of
water, power , education, health-care
and all other essential services. The
ruling capitalist class could
immediately feel by instinct that here
is another force capable of duping
people with its catchy slogans and
hollow promises. That is why; the
corporate sector is extending all help
to this party, through funds and
giving it wide publicity through the
monopoly-controlled media.

People’s alternative lies in
strengthening democratic mass
movements under correct
leadership
The citizens of Delhi should not
forget that ours is a class-divided
society. On the one side is the
handful of capitalist class, owners of
all the means of production, and the
whole state apparatus to safeguard
their interests and, on the other, is
the great mass of impoverished and
exploited working people whose
fruits of labour are appropriated by
the capitalist class. In such a society
there can be many parties but the
politics can only be of two types that of the ruling class and of the
Contd. on page 10
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Long Live Great November Revolution
(On the occasion of 96th anniversary of epoch-making November
Revolution which proved that Marxism is no utopia but a science and
if applied correctly based on concr ete analysis of concrete situation,
can realize the cherished emancipation from exploitation of man by
man for good and make the dream of ultimate transition to classless
communist society a reality, we repr oduce below a select portion of the
celebrated book, ‘The State and Revolution’, by great Lenin, worthy
continuer of Marx-Engels and the architect of November Revolution.
As is known to all, a group of r enegades like Karl Kautsky were
distorting Marx-Engels’ characterization of a State, questioning the
necessity of the dictatorship of the proletariat and betraying ignorance
of the nature of socialist state after smashing the bourgeois state by
revolution. So, Lenin had to rebut and repudiate this vulgarization of
Marxism as he correctly understood that “the struggle for the
emancipation of the toiling masses from the influence of the bourgeoisie
in general, and of the imperialist bourgeoisie in particular, is
impossible without a struggle against opportunist prejudices
concerning the “state” and “the question of the relation of the socialist
proletarian revolution to the state acquires not only practical political
importance but also the importance of a most urgent
problem of the day, the problem of explaining to the
masses what they will have to do in the very near
future to free themselves from the yoke of capitalism.”
In the process of shouldering this imperative task, he
elaborated the concept of State, provided explanation
of what is meant by ‘withering away of the State” as
enunciated by Marx-Engels and thus not only
staunchly defended but also developed and enriched
the fundamental tenets of Marxism in the era of
imperialism and proletarian revolution. Considering
the misconceptions prevailing even today on these
vital questions and particularly the rampant distortion
of Marxism-Leninism by the modern revisionists and
the Trotskyite deviants as well as the canard
unleashed against Marxism-Leninism by the
reactionary imperialist-capitalist camp, we, as the
genuine revolutionary Party on the soil guided by the illumining
thoughts of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, Founder General Secretary of
the Party and a foremost Mar xist thinker of the era, thought it extremely
pertinent to once again highlight the teachings of great Lenin on the
subject as contained in the Marxist classic, ‘The State and Revolution’.)

From
‘‘The State and Revolution’’
“What is now happening to
Marx’s teaching has, in the course of
history, happened repeatedly to the
teachings of revolutionary thinkers
and leaders of oppressed classes
struggling for emancipation. During
the lifetime of great revolutionaries,
the oppressing classes constantly
hounded them, received their
teachings with the most savage
malice, the most furious hatred and
the most unscrupulous campaigns of
lies and slander. After their death,
attempts are made to convert them
into harmless icons, to canonize them,
so to say, and to surround their names
with a certain halo for the
“consolation” of the oppressed
classes and with the object of duping
the latter, while at the same time
emasculating the essence of the
revolutionary teaching, blunting its
revolutionary edge and vulgari-zing
it. At the present time, the
bourgeoisie and the opportunists
within the working-class movement
concur in this “doctoring” of
Marxism. They omit, obliterate and
distort the revolutionary side of this

teaching, its revolutionary soul. They
push to the foreground and extol what
is or seems acceptable to the
bourgeoisie. All the social-chauvinists
are now “Marxists” (don’t laugh!) …
In such circumstances, in view of
the unprecedently widespread
distortion of Marxism, our prime task
is to re-establish what Marx really
taught on the subject of the state…
The state arises when, where
and to the extent that class
antagonisms objectively cannot be
reconciled. And, conversely, the
existence of the state proves that
the
class
antagonisms
are
irreconcilable…
It is on this most important and
fundamental point that the distortion
of Marxism, proceeding along two
main lines, begins.
On the one hand, the bourgeois,
and particularly the petty-bourgeois,
ideologists, compelled under the
weight of indisputable historical facts
to admit that the state only exists
where there are class antagonisms
and a class struggle, “correct” Marx
in such a way as to make it appear
that the state is an organ for the
reconciliation of classes. According

to Marx, the state could neither have
arisen nor maintained itself had it
been possible to reconcile classes.
From what the petty-bourgeois and
philistine professors and publicists
say, with quite frequent and
benevolent references to Marx, it
appears that the state does reconcile
classes. According to Marx, the state
is an organ of class rule, an organ for
the oppression of one class by
another; it is the creation of “order”,
which legalizes and perpetuates this
oppression by moderating the conflict
between classes. In the opinion of the
petty-bourgeois politicians, however,
order means the reconciliation of
classes, and not the oppression of
one class by another; to alleviate the
conflict
means
reconciling classes
and not depriving
the
oppressed
classes of definite
means and methods of struggle to
overthrow
the
oppressors. …
That the state
is an organ of the
rule of a definite
class which cannot
be reconciled with
its antipode (the
class opposite to it)
is something the
petty-bourgeois democrats will never
be able to understand. …
On the other hand, the
“Kautskyite” distortion of Marxism
is far more subtle. “Theoretically”, it
is not denied that the state is an
organ of class rule, or that class
antagonisms are irreconcilable. But
what is overlooked or glossed over
is this: if the state is the product of
the irreconcilability of class
antagonisms, if it is a power
standing above society and
“alienating itself more and more
from it”, it is clear that the liberation
of the oppressed class is impossible
not only without a violent revolution,
but also without the destruction of
the apparatus of state power which
was created by the ruling class and
which is the embodiment of this
“alienation”. … Marx very explicitly
drew this theoretically self-evident
conclusion on the strength of a
concrete historical analysis of the
tasks of the revolution. And … it is
this conclusion which Kautsky has
“forgotten” and distorted…
Engels further elucidates the
concept of the “power” which is
termed the state — a power which
arose from society, but places itself
above it and alienates itself more
and more from it. What does this
power mainly consist of? It consists
of special bodies of armed men
having prisons, etc., at their

command. …. A standing army and
police are the chief instruments of
state power. …A state arises, a
special power is created, special
bodies of armed men, and every
revolution, by destroying the state
apparatus, clearly demonstrates to
us how the ruling class strives to
restore the special bodies of armed
men which serve it , and how the
oppressed class strives to create a
new organization of this kind,
capable of serving not the exploiters
but the exploited. …
… A democratic republic is the
best possible political shell for
capitalism, and, therefore, once
capital has gained possession of this
very best shell (through the
Palchinskys, Chernovs, Tseretelis
and Co.), it establishes its power so
securely, so firmly, that no change,
either of persons, of institutions, or
of parties in the bourgeoisdemocratic republic, can shake it.
We must also note that Engels is
most definite in calling universal
suffrage an instrument of bourgeois
rule. Universal suffrage, he says,
obviously summing up the long
experience of German SocialDemocracy, is “the gauge of the
maturity of the working class. It
cannot and never will be anything
more in the present-day state.”
The petty-bourgeois democrats,
such as our Socialist-Revolutionaries
and Mensheviks, and also their twin
brothers, all the social-chauvinists
and opportunists of Western Europe,
expect just this “more” from
universal suffrage. They themselves
share and instill into the minds of the
people the false notion that universal
suffrage “in the modern state” is
really capable of ascertaining the
will of the majority of the toilers and
of securing its realization….
Engels gives a general summary
of his views in the most popular of
his works in the following words:
“The state, then, has not existed
from all eternity. There have been
societies that did without it, that had
no conception of the state and state
power. At a certain stage of
economic development, which was
necessarily bound up with the
cleavage of society into classes, the
state became a necessity owing to
this cleavage. We are now rapidly
approaching a stage in the
development of production at which
the existence of these classes not
only will have ceased to be a
necessity, but will become a positive
hindrance to production. They will
fall as inevitably as they arose at an
earlier stage. Along with them the
state will inevitably fall. The society
that will organize production on the
basis of a free and equal association
Contd. on page 4
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Long Live Great November Revolution
Contd. from page 3

of the producers will put the whole
machinery of state where it will then
belong: into the Museum of
Antiquities, by the side of the
spinning wheel and the bronze axe.”
…the state is a “special
repressive force.” Engels gives this
splendid and extremely profound
definition here with the utmost
lucidity. And from it follows that the
“special repressive force” for the
suppression of the proletariat by the
bourgeoisie, of millions of toilers by
handfuls of the rich, must be
replaced by a “special repressive
force” for the suppression of the
bourgeoisie by the proletariat (the
dictatorship of the proletariat). This
is precisely what is meant by
“abolition of the state as state”. This
is precisely the “act” of taking
possession of the means of
production in the name of society.
And it is self-evident that such a
replacement of one (bourgeois)
“special
force”
by
another
(proletarian) “special force” cannot
possibly take place in the form of
“withering away.”
We are in favour of a
democratic republic as the best form
of state for the proletariat under
capitalism; but we have no right to
forget that wage slavery is the lot of
the people even in the most
democratic bourgeois republic.
Furthermore, every state is a
“special force for the suppression”
of
the
oppressed
class.
Consequently, every state is not
“free and not a “people’s state.”
Marx and Engels explained this
repeatedly to their party comrades in
the seventies…
….in
the
Communist
Manifesto, written by Marx and
Engels a few months later — to be
exact, in November 1847:
“In depicting the most general
phases of the development of the
proletariat, we traced the more or
less veiled civil war, raging within
existing society, up to the point
where that war breaks out into open
revolution, and where the violent
overthrow of the bourgeoisie lays
the foundation for the sway of the
proletariat.” “We have seen above,
that the first step in the revolution by
the working class, is to raise the
proletariat to the position of ruling
class, to win the battle of
democracy.
“The proletariat will use its
political supremacy to wrest, by
degrees, all capital from the
bourgeoisie, to centralize all
instruments of production in the
hands of the State, i.e., of proletariat
organized as the ruling class, and to
increase the total of productive
forces as rapidly as possible.” (pp. 3I

and 37, seventh German edition,
I906.)
Here we have a formulation of
one of the most remarkable and most
important ideas of Marxism on the
subject of the state, namely, the idea
of the “dictatorship of the proletariat”
(as Marx and Engels began to call it
after the Paris Commune); and also
a supremely interesting definition of
the state which is also one of the
“forgotten words” of Marxism: “the
state, i.e., the proletariat organized
as the ruling class.” …
The state is a special organization
of force; it is an organization of
violence for the suppression of some
class. What class must the proletariat
suppress? Naturally, only the
exploiting class, i.e., the bourgeoisie.
The toilers need a state only to
suppress the resistance of the
exploiters, and only the proletariat is
in a position to direct this suppression,
carry it out; for the proletariat is the
only class that is consistently
revolutionary, the only class that can
unite all the toilers and the exploited
in the struggle against the bourgeoisie, in completely displacing it.
The exploiting classes need
political rule in order to maintain
exploitation, i.e., in the selfish
interests of an in significant minority
against the vast majority of the
people. The exploited classes need
political rule in order completely to
abolish all exploitation, i.e., in the
interests of the vast majority of the
people, and against the insignificant
minority consisting of the modern
slave-owners — the landlords and
the capitalists.
The petty-bourgeois democrats,
those sham Socialists who have
replaced class struggle by dreams of
class harmony, even pictured the
socialist transformation in a dreamy
fashion — not as the overthrow of
the rule of the exploiting class, but as
the peaceful submission of the
minority to the majority which has
become conscious of its aims. This
petty-bourgeois utopia which is
inseparably connected with the idea
of the state being above classes, led
in practice to the betrayal of the
interests of the toiling classes as was
shown, for example, by the history
the French revolutions of 1848 and
1871, and by the experience of
“Socialist” participation in bourgeois
cabinets in England, France, Italy and
other countries at the end of the
nineteenth and the beginning of the
twentieth centuries.
Marx fought all his life against
this petty-bourgeois Socialism —
now resurrected in Russia by the
Socialist-Revolutionary and Menshevik parties. He applied his teaching
on the class struggle consistently,
down to the teaching on political

power, the teaching on the state.
The overthrow of bourgeois rule
can be accomplished only by the
proletariat, as the particular class
whose economic conditions of
existence prepare it for this task and
provide it with the possibility and the
power to perform it. While the
bourgeoisie
breaks
up
and
disintegrates the peasantry and all
the petty-bourgeois strata, it welds
together, unites and organizes the
proletariat. Only the proletariat — by
virtue of the economic role it plays in
large-scale production — is capable
of being the leader of all the toiling
and exploited masses, whom the
bourgeoisie exploits, oppresses and
crushes often not less, but more, than
it does the proletarians, but who are
incapable of waging an independent
struggle for their emancipation.
The teaching on the class
struggle, when applied by Marx to
the question of the state and of the
socialist revolution, leads of
necessity to the recognition of the
political rule of the proletariat, of
its dictatorship, i.e., of power shared
with none and relying directly upon
the armed force of the masses. The
overthrow of the bourgeoisie can be
achieved only by the proletariat
becoming transformed into the
ruling class, capable of crushing
the inevitable and desperate
resistance of the bourgeoisie, and of
organizing all the toiling and
exploited masses for the new
economic order.
The proletariat needs state
power, the centralized organization
of force, the organization of
violence, both to crush the
resistance of the exploiters and to
lead the enormous mass of the
population — the peasantry, the
petty bourgeoisie, the semiproletarians — in the work of
organizing socialist economy. By
educating the workers’ party,
Marxism educates the vanguard of
the proletariat which is capable of
assuming power and of leading the
whole people to Socialism, of
directing and organizing the new
order, of being the teacher, the guide,
the leader of all the toilers and
exploited in the task of building up
their social life without the
bourgeoisie and against the
bourgeoisie. As against this, the
opportunism which now holds sway
trains the membership of the
workers’ party to be the
representatives of the better-paid
workers, who lose touch with the
rank and file, “get along” fairly well
under capitalism, and sell their
birthright for a mess of pottage, i.e.,
renounce their role of revolutionary
leaders of the people against the
bourgeoisie.

‘‘The state, i.e., the proletariat
organized as the ruling class,” this
theory of Marx is inseparably bound
with all he taught on the
revolutionary role of the proletariat
in history. The culmination of this
role is the proletarian dictatorship,
the political rule of the proletariat …
The centralized state power that
is peculiar to bourgeois society came
into being in the period of the fall of
absolutism. Two institutions are most
characteristic of this state machine:
the bureaucracy and the standing
army. In their works, Marx and
Engels repeatedly show that it is the
bourgeoisie with whom these
institutions are connected by
thousands of threads…
The bureaucracy and the
standing army are a “parasite” on
the body of bourgeois society — a
parasite created by the internal
antagonisms which rend that society,
but a parasite which “chokes” all its
vital pores.
…But the more the bureaucratic
apparatus is “redistributed” among
the various bourgeois and pettybourgeois parties (among the
Cadets, Socialist-Revolutionaries and
Mensheviks in the case of Russia),
the more clearly the oppressed
classes, and the proletariat at their
head, become conscious of their
irreconcilable hostility to the whole
of bourgeois society. That is why it
becomes necessary for all bourgeois
parties, even for the most
democratic and “revolutionarydemocratic” among them, to
intensify repressive measures
against the apparatus of repression,
i.e., that very state machine. This
course of events compels the
revolution “to concentrate all its
forces of destruction “ against the
state power, and to set itself the aim,
not of perfecting the state machine,
but of smashing and destroying
it…
It is often said and written that
the main point in Marx’s teachings is
the class struggle; but this is not true.
And from this untruth very often
springs the opportunist distortion of
Marxism, its falsification in such a
way as to make it acceptable to the
bourgeoisie. For the doctrine of the
class struggle was created not by
Marx, but by the bourgeoisie before
Marx, and generally speaking it is
acceptable to the bourgeoisie. Those
who recognize only the class struggle
are not yet Marxists; they may be
found to be still within the boundaries
of bourgeois thinking and bourgeois
politics. To confine Marxism to the
doctrine of the class struggle means
curtailing Marxism, distorting it,
reducing it to something which is
acceptable to the bourgeoisie. Only
Contd. on page 5
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he is a Marxist who extends the
recognition of the class struggle to
the recognition of the dictatorship
of the proletariat. This is what
constitutes the most profound
difference between the Marxist and
the ordinary petty (as well as big)
bourgeois. This is the touchstone on
which the real understanding and
recognition of Marxism is to be
tested. …
The essence of Marx’s teaching
on the state has been mastered only
by those who understand that the
dictatorship of a single class is
necessary not only for every class
society in general, not only for the
proletariat which has overthrown
the bourgeoisie, but also for the entire
historical period which separates
capitalism from “classless society,”
from Communism. The forms of
bourgeois states are extremely
varied, but their essence is the same:
all these states, whatever their forms,
in the final analysis, are inevitably the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie.
The transition from capitalism to
Communism certainly cannot but
yield a tremendous abundance and
variety of political forms, but the
essence will inevitably be the same:
the
dictatorship
of
the
proletariat…
“The Commune,” Marx wrote,
“was to be a working, not a
parliamentary, body, executive and
legislative at the same time. . ..”
“A working, not a parliamentary,
body” — this hits straight from the
shoulder at the present-day
parliamentarians and parliamentary
“lap dogs” of Social-Democracy!
Take any parliamentary country,
from America to Switzerland, from
France to England, Norway and so
forth — in these countries the real
business of “state” is performed
behind the scenes and is carried on
by the departments, chancelleries
and General Staffs. Parliament itself
is given up to talk for the special
purpose of fooling the “common
people.” This is so true that even in
the Russian republic, a bourgeoisdemocratic republic, all these sins of
parliamentarism were immediately
revealed, even before it managed to
set up a real parliament. …
We cannot imagine democracy,
even proletarian democracy, without
representative institutions, but we can
and must imagine democracy
without parliamentarism, if criticism
of bourgeois society is not mere
empty words for us, if the desire to
overthrow the rule of the bourgeoisie
is our earnest and sincere desire, and
not a mere “election” cry for
catching workers’ votes, as it is with
the Mensheviks and SocialistRevolutionaries,. …

There is no trace of utopianism
in Marx, in the sense that he made up
or invented a “new” society. No, he
studied the birth of the new society
out of the old, the forms of transition
from the latter to the former as a
natural-historical process. He
examined the actual experience of a
mass proletarian movement and tried
to draw practical lessons from it. He
“learned” from the Commune, just as
all the great revolutionary thinkers
were not afraid to learn from the
experience of the great movements
of the oppressed classes, and never
addressed them with pedantic
“homilies” (such as Plekhanov’s:
“they should not have taken to arms”;
or Tsereteli’s: “a class must limit
itself”)…
Marx deduced from the whole
history of Socialism and of the
political struggle that the state was
bound to disappear, and that the
transitional form of its disappearance
(the transition from state to nonstate) would be the proletariat
organized as the ruling class.”…
Here we have what is most
essential in the theoretical appraisal
of the latest phase of capitalism, i.e.,
imperialism, viz., that capitalism
becomes monopoly capitalism. The
latter must be emphasized because
the erroneous bourgeois reformist
assertion that monopoly capitalism or
state-monopoly capitalism is no
longer capitalism, but can already be
termed “state Socialism,” or
something of that sort, is most
widespread. The trusts, of course,
never produced, do not now produce,
and cannot produce complete
planning. But however much they do
plan, however much the capitalist
magnates calculate in advance the
volume of production on a national
and even on an international scale,
and
however
much
they
systematically regulate it, we still
remain under capitalism— capitalism
in its new stage, it is true, but still,
undoubtedly,
capitalism.
The
“proximity” of such capitalism to
Socialism should serve the genuine
representatives of the proletariat as
an argument proving the proximity,
facility, feasibility and urgency of the
socialist revolution, and not at all as
an argument in favour of tolerating
the repudiation of such a revolution
and the efforts to make capitalism
look more attractive, an occupation
in which all the reformists are
engaged….
Marx continues :
‘‘Between
capitalist
and
communist society lies the period of
the revolutionary transformation of
the one into the other. There
corresponds to this also a political
transition period in which the state
can be nothing but the revolutionary

dictatorship of the proletariat.”
Marx bases this conclusion on an
analysis of the role played by the
proletariat in modern capitalist
society, on the data concerning the
development of this society, and on
the
irreconcilability
of
the
antagonistic interests of the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie.
Previously the question was put
in this way: in order to achieve its
emancipation, the proletariat must
overthrow the bourgeoisie, win
political power and establish its
revolutionary dictatorship.
Now the question is put
somewhat differently: the transition
from capitalist society — which is
developing towards Communism —
to a communist society is impossible
without a “political transition period,”
and the state in this period can only
be the revolutionary dictatorship of
the proletariat. …
In capitalist society, providing it
develops under the most favourable
conditions, we have a more or less
complete democracy in the
democratic republic. But this
democracy is always hemmed in by
the narrow limits set by capitalist
exploitation, and consequently
always remains, in reality, a
democracy for the minority, only for
the propertied classes, only for the
rich. Freedom in capitalist society
always remains about the same as it
was in the ancient Greek republics:
freedom for the slave-owners.
Owing to the conditions of capitalist
exploitation the modern wage slaves
are so crushed by want and poverty
that “they cannot be bothered with
democracy,” “they cannot be
bothered with politics”; in the
ordinary peaceful course of events
the majority of the population is
debarred from participation in public
and political life…
Democracy for an insignificant
minority, democracy for the rich—
that is the democracy of capitalist
society. If we look more closely into
the machinery of capitalist
democracy, we see everywhere, in
the “petty”—supposedly petty—
details of the suffrage (residential
qualifications, exclusion of women,
etc.), in the technique of the
representative institutions, in the
actual obstacles to the right of
assembly (public buildings are not for
“paupers”!), in the purely capitalist
organization of the daily press, etc.,
etc.,—we see restriction after
restriction upon democracy. These
restrictions, exceptions, exclusions,
obstacles for the poor seem slight,
especially in the eyes of one who has
never known want himself and has
never been in close contact with the
oppressed classes in their mass life
(and nine out of 10, if not 99 out of

100, bourgeois publicists and
politicians come under this category);
but in their sum total these
restrictions exclude and squeeze out
the poor from politics, from active
participation in democracy.
Marx grasped this essence of
capitalist democracy splendidly
when, in analyzing the experience of
the Commune, he said that the
oppressed are allowed once every
few years to decide which particular
representatives of the oppressing
class shall represent and repress
them in parliament!
But from this capitalist
democracy—that is inevitably
narrow and stealthily pushes aside
the poor, and is therefore
hypocritical and false through and
through—forward development does
not proceed simply, directly and
smoothly, towards “greater and
greater democracy”, as the liberal
professors and petty-bourgeois
opportunists would have us believe.
No, forward development, i.e.,
development towards communism,
proceeds through the dictatorship of
the proletariat, and cannot do
otherwise, for the resistance of the
capitalist exploiters cannot be
broken by anyone else or in any
other way.
And the dictatorship of the
proletariat, i.e., the organization of
the vanguard of the oppressed as the
ruling class for the purpose of
suppressing the oppressors, cannot
result merely in an expansion of
democracy. Simultaneously with an
immense expansion of democracy,
which for the first time becomes
democracy for the poor, democracy
for the people, and not democracy for
the money-bags, the dictatorship of
the proletariat imposes a series of
restrictions on the freedom of the
oppressors, the exploiters, the
capitalists. We must suppress them
in order to free humanity from wage
slavery, their resistance must be
crushed by force; it is clear that there
is no freedom and no democracy
where there is suppression and
where there is violence.
Engels expressed this splendidly
in his letter to Bebel when he said, as
the reader will remember, that “the
proletariat needs the state, not in the
interests of freedom but in order to
hold down its adversaries, and as
soon as it becomes possible to speak
of freedom the state as such ceases
to exist”.
Democracy for the vast majority
of the people, and suppression by
force,
i.e.,
exclusion
from
democracy, of the exploiters and
oppressors of the people—this is the
change democracy undergoes
during the transition from capitalism
to communism.”
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US espionage at its ugliest

Exposes deadliest tentacles of totally decadent
capitalism, calls for people to roar in protest
Recently, the world has been
shocked by a series of startling
revelations. People were astounded
to know, for example, that in the
present system of collecting
information with the help of the
US National Security Agency’s
mass international surveillance
programme, PRISM, the NSA
could note, store and use at its
convenience even an innocuous
reference like ‘situation is driving
youth to terrorism’ made in any
personal exchange between two
friends as a mark of support of the
speaker to terrorism. True, spying is
an age-old practice particularly
taken to during the wars. But the
present revelations were nowhere
near just spying, they were simply
far nastier and deadlier. The entire
massive gamut of internet and
telephone, both land or mobile, data
and cable lines of the world could
be intercepted and mined; major
telecom corporates such as Verizon,
AT&T and internet companies such
as Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Apple
and Facebook be made, in effect,
tools of the US security agency,
rather the US government; and, the
words
like
privacy
(read,
individual freedom of thought
and expression ) or diplomatic
immunity become redundant in the
face of this infringement from the
NSA. The threat looms large over
not just the American and European
people but also any and every
individual of the world using
internet or phone or toying with
social networks, and even the
world leaders, including German
chancellor and Brazilian president,
as revealed for the present.
Interestingly, both the world leaders
mentioned are never known to be
‘terrorists’ by the definition of the
US imperialists; rather they are
apparently close allies of the US
rulers. The Washington Post
further reported that there could be
another
program
called
MUSCULAR, in which Britain’s
GCHQ is an active partner of the
NSA in their agenda to break into
any major server in operation. So,
the US imperialism, albeit the main
culprit, might not be alone; it has its
accomplices from among the band
of imperialists. In busting their
design a few names took spotlight
as ‘whistleblowers’: among others,
Bradley Manning,
US Army
Private arrested in May 2010 in
Iraq for allegedly providing
classified materials that exposed
US
military
atrocities
and
murder of civilians to Wikileaks.

Julian Paul Assange, founder of
WikiLeaks
which
became
internationally well known in 2010
when it began to publish U.S.
military and diplomatic documents,
and latest Edward Snowden, who
disclosed
the NSA activities,
exploding the myth and showing
that data collected are now being
handed over to security agencies
beyond the purpose of marketing
or such relatively innocent
purposes.
Now
having been
handed over to the security
agencies, these records, even
apparently useless or harmless
information, may be used for any
purpose. Individual liberty is thus
thoroughly transgressed upon.
Naturally, the imperialist hounds
have started chasing them for
blood. Manning has been tried in
USA for treason etc.; since 19 June
2012 Assange has been confined to
the Ecuadorian embassy in London,
on a diplomatic asylum; USA
revoked
Edward
Snowden’s
passport and bullied other countries
into refusing him asylum; he is now
in temporary asylum in the USSR
for one year. The US rulers,
including the head of their brigand
rule, the US president, first tried to
summarily brush off the allegations;
but the furore over the world forced
them to admit the crime. They tried
with the argument that for this
surveillance many terror attacks
could be fore-fended. But the cases
of the German chancellor and the
Brazilian President being spied
upon, busted the grand lie of
fighting terror. The US president in
his well-rehearsed care-free tone
attempted a face-saver, saying
‘Ultimately, you know, we work so
closely together that there is almost
no information that is not shared
between our various countries’. But
in the long run, and reportedly
along with some other world
leaders belonging to the same
imperialist flock with the same
feathers, the US president posed
nonchalance to claim that all
nations, including those expressing
the strongest protests, collect
intelligence on each other and that
such spying activities would
continue against the countries they
consider enemies to their interest.
So, it is clear that the imperialist
hounds and sniffers
have no
remorse; in fact, it can not be
expected of them too. After all, the
US rulers have beset almost the
whole world, over 150 countries to
be precise, with their espionage
network through
the NSA,

spending millions of dollars from
people’s money to pry upon those
countries, their people and leaders.
The head of another US intelligence
agency, namely the National
Intelligence Agency, has himself
admitted that they have set up 13
offensive
US
cyber
teams
operating from the NSA premises
at an annual expenditure of $199
million. And these were no leaks
made by the whistleblowers; those
came out courtesy The Guardian
and The Washington Post , that
run under direct imperialist
patronage.
However, the matter of fact is :
Are the revelations by ManningAssange- Snowden really some
stray efforts from some nonconformist out-of-the-main stream
individuals? Do these have any
special significance in the age-old
history of spying? Do the reactions
from the rulers or perpetrators of
the crime really have any
substance? These and such other
questions appear more relevant
to people than going merely
through these facts. After all, it is
their individual liberty which is at
stake.
Things were not the same in
some not-too-distant past. It was
the time when
the bourgeoisie
were fighting uncompromisingly
against feudalism- spiritualismabsolutism, against the absolute
power of monarchs-religious headsscriptures. They had the task set
before them, to free individuals
from the clutches of the
monarchical state power, from the
clutches of scriptures and diktats.
So they stood for individual liberty:
in thoughts and expressions; they
stood for unfettered right for

individuals in society to decide his
life and livelihood. They stood for
equal right for men and women.
Even in power in those flourishing
days of capitalism, the hey days of
bourgeois democracy, the then
rulers advocated for the laissez
faire environment, an environment
of free competition. They depended
on truth; they trusted people and
did not need to resort to spying
upon them. As against the fierce
domination tending even to
butchery of feudal warlords or
princes
and
monarchs,
the
bourgeois class emerged as the
bulwark of liberalism, democracy,
freedom and independence. And
with such a philosophical approach,
they considered people as wealth of
the society, as assets whom they
took along as trusted allies in their
fight against feudalism and
monarchy.
But this could not keep on
going for long. After all even the
widest and most liberal bourgeois
society was run by the rule of
capital over the wage- labour; the
most democratic capitalist state
was, in the ultimate end, the
coercive machinery to perpetrate
the class exploitation by a handful
owners, the capitalists over the vast
millions of toiling people including
the working class. Thus from its
free competitive stage, from a
stage
of
relatively
perfect
competition capitalism grew into
the stage of really imperfect
competition.
With
capital
concentrating and consolidating in
the hands of fewer and fewer
monopolists and wages of myriads
of toiling people diminishing in real
terms leading to
their everContd. on page 7
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Marks how capitalism is ravaging
humanity using technology
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dwindling
purchasing
power,
society was dragged into growing
discrimination, deprivation and
monopolization. The more it
occurred, the more the rulers
stepped out to crush their own
creations like fair competitive
business,
democratic
values,
liberalism. Free competition gave
way to fierce fight for capturing
market which latter got squeezed
with people losing purchasing
power. To meet this unabated
internal market crisis in their own
respective country the monopolists
looked for external market.
Capitalism entered into its highest
and the most decadent stage, the
imperialism. The imperialists
penetrated into the markets of
other countries exploiting the
latter ’s cheap labour forces, raw
materials, natural resources to
earn fabulous profit. By that they
enriched
themselves
and
consolidated their power to
subjugate others. Champions of
liberty became the tyrant occupiers
of other countries, without caring if
destruction of wealth and loss of
life wreaked havoc, no matter if
they had to brush off all shades of
norms, values and rights they once
professed. At the same time, as the
imperialists consolidated their
power and craved for more and
more profit and maximum profit,
they vied with each other for
capturing more external markets.
This market-conquering adventure
did not necessarily remain peaceful.
Rather right from the day
imperialism evolved, the hunt for
market with hunt for maximum
profit ingrained in it, tended to end
in fight for one imperialist country
trying to eliminate even annihilate
any other that posed threat. This
was why it is held that imperialism
inevitably generates war. This was
why ultimately there were two
devastating world wars followed by
series of regional wars waged by
the imperialist powers, be it Nazi
Germany or Great Britain or
France, avowedly democratic USA,
killings millions of people, destroying
immense wealth of human
civilization. The more there was the
crisis,
more
there
was
concentration of power, more wars
and with these came more and
more espionage. Thus there were
the dreaded Gestapos in the Nazi
Germnay during the Second World
War and the infamous CIA of the
USA after the world wars, which
penetrated into the political, even
government machineries of other

countries and destabilized them.
While the Gestapos with the help of
fifth columnists worked to make
other countries vulnerable to the
Nazi attack, the CIA hatched
conspiracies all over the world
against the countries or leaders,
which or who were not agreeable
to genuflect before them and
opposed their unjust brigandage to
establish neo-colonial domination
over the w1orld. They went to
the extent
of removing such
individuals from power and if
necessary,
eliminating
or
murdering them. Examples are
galore across the world and such
espionage and counter espionage
by different countries only vitiated
the global ambience.
Thus espionage is nothing new
in the capitalist-imperialist world.
Behind all façades of democracy ,
the system has nurtured this
heinous practice as part and parcel
of their governance and particularly
wars. But as years passed by , as
the crisis of decadent capitalism
aggravated further, as the all-out
crisis involved extreme socialpolitical-cultural
degeneration,
espionage too
became more
rampant, virulent and deadly. It is
this phenomenon that is becoming
clear now, when clinging to the
phenomenal growth of technology
including cyberspace as the last
straw and as formidable tools to
give shape to their heinous designs,
the imperialists have been evolving
newer and newer techniques of
spying. Total erosion of values in
capitalist societies have left the
rulers bereft of any human qualities
like faith, trust, fraternity and so on.
All their relations are merely
means to ensure their hegemony
over the market with a view to
helping avert the crisis. They thus
spy upon even a so-called ally. The
US imperialists have emerged not
only at the helm of the imperialist
brigands rampaging the world,
tagging
all
other
powerful
imperialists like the British –
German- French and others it
pounces upon any softer and
weaker countries;
but within
themselves the US imperialists are
not leaving any scope unexplored to
keep track on what their allies are
doing. This accounts for
the
reported spying upon the telephones
etc., of the world leaders like the
German chancellor.
At the same time, the
imperialists, headed by the US
imperialists are fully aware that
the ruthless exploitation and
oppression they are carrying out on

people of their own and other
countries, are inevitably giving birth
to tremendous resentment and
wrath among the latter. The rulers
are also aware that right from the
day imperialism evolved, it has
never been just the era of
imperialism. It was, at the same
time, the days of working class
movement on the strength of the
invincible ideology of MarxismLeninism against the rule of capital;
it has also been the era of
proletarian
revolution.
The
imperialists are mortally fearful to
realize that it is a historic
inevitability that the ultimate victory
lies with the oppressed and
exploited toiling masses, come
what may in the process. No doubt,
the rise of modern revisionism has
brought
about debacle of the
socialist camp and has delayed the
march to victory, but that has also
provided
the
international
communist
movement
with
revitalized strength to identify the
enemy of revisionism within itself
and fight it out and thus fortify its
struggle against the imperialists
further.
Now, despite every bit of
efforts of the imperialists and
capitalists the world over, people
are already coming up here and
there in resolute resistance
questioning the rule of 1 %
monopolists over 99% masses.
Even
the war-monger US
imperialists are feeling the pinch of
this, not just in the countries they
are invading but also in their own
country. Mortally shaken, the rulers
are thus frantic, remorseless and
devilish. The capitalists, the
monopolists, can no longer afford to
take people into confidence. So in
reverse to the way their
predecessors, the bourgeoisie of the
past thought and considered people
as the wealth of the society, the
contemporary
imperialists, the
rulers of today find dreaded enemy
in every bit of criticism from any
commoner, they imagine a
dangerous enemy in the shadow of
anybody daring to raise his head.
So they spread their high-tech
dreaded network of espionage all
over the society, onto every corner
of it to reach one and every
individual and across the world,
without giving any scope to leave
anybody unscanned. So this is not
just the question of any one
imperialist country, or one head of
the state, however powerful he or
she may be. It is the entire
capitalist-imperialist system that is
engaged in this inhuman nefarious

design of spying upon every
individual so that he or she may not
go beyond their grip, may not turn
out to be a non-conformist, to take
part finally in revolutionary struggle
against capitalism- imperialism. The
US imperialism as the chief of the
imperialist brigands is obviously the
most hated enemy of mankind
giving birth to the largest battalion
of opponents. They have thus
chosen to arm themselves most
lethally. The NSA or all other
intelligence agencies of that country
are simple tools in this treacherous
act to the people. But as indicated,
the British GCHQ, or for that
matter any intelligence agency of
other imperialist countries will not
fall back, if given the chance or
resources
to
develop
such
espionage network as that of the
NSA.
This is where the
world
capitalist system has come down to!
It not only serves a few, the handful
few, intends and acts to put the rest
under a permanent chain of slavery
and surveillance. No matter their
clamour about freedom, democracy,
liberty, liberalism, these are going to
be thrown to the wind. The single
mantra they want people to chant:
Serve capitalism or perish!
The whistleblowers have blown
the whistles! As a citizen of
America posts in a social network :
“I think the public should … make
their own judgments... The
government has been using that
tactic of discrediting people for
decades to hide everything they
do…I think Snowden has at least
proven one thing, we don’t know
everything that the government is
doing ... History shows that the
government hasn’t always done the
right thing and it only takes a
handful of people to abuse the
system to cause many problems.”
Let the voice emerge from
everywhere within and beyond the
USA: “Everything that the
government is doing is at the
beckoning of its master , the ruling
bourgeoisie, the ruling monopolists!
They wish to turn the world into a
graveyard to be inhabited by only
their slaves chained for life! But
people have their judgements. They
do not wish to let that happen!
They wish to roar out in one voice:
Down with this nasty game of
spying upon people! Down with the
schemers and executives, the
monopolists! Close your ranks to
stand erect, bold, unflinching and
unwavering armed with nobility and
humanity to combat these dreaded
enemies of mankind!”
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SUCI(C) building up powerful people’s movement in
Andhra Pradesh against the sinister decision to bifurcate the state
Immediately after the decision to
bifurcate Andhra Pradesh by the
Congress Working Committee of the
ruling Congress party and Congressled UPA Coordination Committee,
massive protest movement surged
forth across the state particularly in
Rayalaseema area and the coastal
districts. Lakhs of people belonging
to all walks of life poured on to the
streets with the demand of
preserving the unity of the state and
against regionalism. Our party
played a significant role with
internationalist spirit in this historic
movement. It appealed to all
particularly the people of Telangana
to protect the unity of the toiling
people of all regions of the state.
Party state organizing committee
started widespread propaganda
throughout the state particularly in
Hyderabad, Anantapur, Vishakhapatnam, Kurnool, Chittoor, Nellore,
Srikakulam, Guntur, Vijayawada,
Rajahmundri, Nalgonda, etc., with
lakhs of leaflets and thousands of
booklets. Party workers faced
attacks from the regional fanatics in
Hyderabad
city. Our Party
wholeheartedly supported the
indefinite strike by state government
employees, teachers, RTC workers,
electricity employees etc. Party
comrades joined the coordination
committee of the employees and
mass organizations to conduct a
mammoth public meeting in
Hyderabad
where
Comrade
Hemalatha was at the forefront.
Party leaders also participated in
public meetings organized by
different organizations throughout
the state. In Vizag Shri C.S. Rao,
Retd. I.E.S Officer, Comrade
S.Govindarajulu, Member, State
Organizing Committee, SUCI(C)
addressed a youth rally organized
by AIDYO. On 4 October Comrade
K. Sudhir, state AIUTUC leader
addressed a huge workers meeting
in Vizag. In Anantapur, the Party
initiated formation of a broad based
youth and students’ Joint Action
Committee which conducted militant

movements in the district.
A large public meeting attended
by workers, employees, teachers,
youths and students was addressed
by Comrade Krishna Chakraborty,
Member, Polit Bureau, SUCI (C) on
25 October 2013 at Anantapur.
Comrade B.S. Amarnath, Anantapur
District
Secretary,
SUCI(C),
presided over and eminent
personalities and state and district
leaders were on the dais. In his
detailed
explanatory
speech,
Comrade Chakraborty showed:
Fighting against British imperialism
and fighting against feudalism the
Telugu people of Telangana,
Rayalaseema and Coastal Andhra
formed one nationality, that we call
Telugu
nationality
in
the
multinational state of India.
Formation of such nationalities has
happened in many other states of
our country. Now, the same united
Andhra is proposed to be split by
carving out separate Telangana state
and thereby divide the Telugu
nationality. The people of Telangana,
Rayalaseema and Coastal Andhra
who formed the Telugu nationality
with great emotion and affection are
now instigated against one another
over formation of separate
Telangana. Historically speaking it is
a reactionary step. Those who are
dividing the state are all the
opportunist vote-based parties like
Congress, BJP, Telugu Desam, TRS
serving the interest of the ruling
capitalist class and hence are not
people’s friends. This bifurcation is
not in the interest of all sections of
the exploiting people and hence
utterly reactionary. The quarters of
vested interest in order to confuse
the people of Telangana region are
spreading a false propaganda that
Telangana is backward compared to
Rayalaseema and coastal Andhra.
This is factually incorrect. Even the
Shri Krishna Commission set up by
Congress also confirmed falsity of
this propaganda. There are many
areas in Telangana including in
Hyderabad which are relatively

backward. So also there are areas in
Rayalaseema and coastal Andhra
which are languishing in abject
backwardness. This backwardness
of one region is no creation of the
people of the other region. This
backwardness is due to ruthless
capitalist exploitation. Uneven
development is a feature of
capitalism as was pointed out by
Great Lenin. People of India,
irrespective of which state they stay
in, are all victims of this capitalist
exploitation. Where is even a
semblance of development in their
life? They are plagued by rising
misery and penury, attacks of every
walk of life. Oppressed people of all
regions,
belonging
to
all
communities, all nationalities, should
unite against the exploitation of the
ruling capitalist class, capitalist
system. All the burning problems of
life—price rise, unemployment,
falling income, cultural degradation,
crime on women, all-pervading
corruption, non-availability of
education, healthcare—are all
stemming from decadent, moribund
capitalism.
For
all
round
development of the people, we have
to fight against ruling capitalism,
overthrow it. That struggle requires
cemented unity of the toiling people.
That is the need of the hour. And this
united conscious struggle of the
toiling people rising above all
divisiveness is what the ruling class
dreads most. It wants people to
remain ignorant and unaware of the
cause of their destitution. That is
why the parties of the capitalist
class, the exploiters, are trying to
divide the people over caste,
community, religion, nationality,
ethnicity linguistic groups and so
many things. All divisive tendencies
like
casteism,
communalism,
provincialism, localism, regionalism
are fomented and fanned up.
Unleashed full-throttle is a confusing
propaganda that creation of smaller
states will bring about rapid
development of the people. This is
far from truth. New states of

Jharkhand,
Chhattisgarh
and
Uttarakhand have been carved out
of Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh. Has that mitigated the
hardship of the people there or the
same
has
been
aggravated
manifold? Northern part of united
Bihar, or the present state of Bihar
consists mainly of fertile agricultural
land nurtured by alluvial soil of the
Ganga and other rivers. On the
other hand, southern part of united
Bihar, now Jharkhand, is rich in
minerals, iron ores and coal deposits.
Industries were more in southern
Bihar whereas northern Bihar
mainly had rich agriculture. After,
bifurcation, only 15% of cultivable
land has come to Jharkhand
whereas Bihar is virtually without
any industry. Due to accentuating
market-crisis of capitalism, industrial
belt of Jharkhand including
Jamshedpur is now deserted with
lakhs of workers retrenched and
starving. Industries are closing
throughout the country; no new
industries are set up. Poor peasants
and agricultural workers are
migrating to other states in search of
job. Where is the dangled
‘development’ then? Mounting
unemployment, job-loss and closures
are these not only in capitalist India
but in the entire capitalist-imperialist
world. Working people are bursting
forth
in
mighty
movement
everywhere including USA, UK,
France, Germany, Greece and
Portugal. Andhra is also consisting
of rich catchment soil of the
Krishna, Godavari, Tungabhadra and
other rivers as well as is rich in
mineral deposits. Then why are the
people of either Telangana or
Rayalaseema and coastal Andhra
suffering? Is it that wretched people
of Rayalaseema are obstructing
growth of Telangana people or vice
versa? When all problems are
stemming from dying capitalism,
how is that once Andhra is
bifurcated, there would be a stream
of development in Telangana? In
Contd. on page 9

SUCI (C) protests Andhra Pradesh bifurcation: A massive rally ( to the left) and Comrade Krishna Chakraborty, Member, Polit Bureau, SUCI (C) addressing
the meeting at Anantapur on 25 October ( to the right).
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SUCI(C) building up people’s
movement in Andhra Pradesh
Contd. from page 8

fact, these are all hoodwinking
words. Only those who want to
become ministers and enjoy pelf and
power at the cost of the suffering
people, the aspiring police officersbureaucrats, would benefit. Set up
of government and administration in
the new state will entail huge
drainage of public money. The big
capitalists of Andhra are mostly
from the coastal region. So, the
relatively small capitalists having
contradiction with big capital over
grabbing of market are inciting
people to demand a separate state.
And once the Congress has
announced division of Andhra and
BJP has endorsed it, there is the cry
for separate state all over —
Gorkhaland, Bodoland, Vidharbh and
so forth —with the sole objective of
dividing people and diverting their
attention from the real problem of
their life as if because of noncreation of separate states, problems
galore in their life. In the same way,
communal fanaticism is instigated to
pit one religious community against
the other. Is it that the Muslims are
exploiting the Hindus or vice-versa?
When a capitalist exploits, he makes
no distinction between the Hindus or

the Muslims, between Telangana
people and coastal Andhra people.
To misdirect the growing movement
against split of Andhra, another new
confusion is planfully precipitated
about the status of Hyderabad as if
bifurcation of the state is now a
settled issue and the only remaining
problem is decision about sharing of
the water, revenue and jobs etc. and
status of Hyderabad. People must
rise up against all these heinous
moves and frustrate the bourgeois
conspiracy. There were no
resistance movements against
bifurcation of Bihar, UP or MP. But
this time, there is a movement.
Unfortunately, like Congress, BJP,
TDP or TRS, the CPI has also
supported the division of Andhra.
The CPI (M) too is overtly lending
its approval as could be seen during
the strike against the split by some
NGOs of coastal Andhra when the
CPI (M) leaders, for queer reason,
opposed it. We alone are fighting
with all our might. We appeal to the
people to buildup the united people’s
movement against the anti -people
policies of the state and central
government
particularly
the
conspiracy of dividing the people of
Andhra Pradesh.

ASHA Workers Union pr totests brutal rape and murder
of ASHA activist: All India protest day on 19 November
Tara Devi, an ASHA worker of
the Rajpur Block Hospital of
‘Kanpur Dehat‘ district of Uttar
Pradesh, a housewife coming of an
abjectly poor family and a member
of the UP Gramin Swasthya
Karyakatri Asha Union, was
brutally gang-raped, murdered and
finally dumped on a field on 7
November
last.
Allegedly
miscreants brought her out of her
hutment in early morning hours
on the plea of helping her pregnant
mother. On 10 November, leaders

of the UPGSKAU including the
UP state president, secretary,
district president and others
submitted a memorandum to the
government.
ASHA
workers’
unions
affiliated to the AIUTUC has called
for observance of an All India
Protest Day and wearing of black
badge on 19 November demanding
and security for ASHA workers
and death sentence of the criminals
responsible for the heinous crime of
gang-rape and murder.
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Red Salute
Comrade B. S. Prathibhakumari
Comrade B.S. Prathibhakumari, Member, Bangalore District
Committee and Karnataka State President, All India Mahila Samskrutika
Sanghatana (AIMSS) passed away on 2 November 2013 following
massive heart attack. She was only 46. She was attracted towards the
revolutionary thought of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, the great leader of the
proletariat, and initiated into the Party at a young age of 19 and quickly
became a wholetime worker for the cause of the poor and the exploited.
She was a well-known student leader during her college days and
gradually evolved into an admired mass leader. Ever smiling and firmly
committed to the cause of revolution, Comrade Prathibhakumari was
endearing to all and even commanded respect from the political
opponents and inspired many to embrace the path of genuine
revolutionary struggle. In her sudden premature death, the Party has lost
one of the most promising mass leaders and devoted soldier of
revolution.
A state-level memorial meeting was held at Varadachar Kalakshetra,
Seshadripuram, Bangalore, on 8 November. Drawing attention of all to
the exceptional qualities Comrade Prathibhakumari possessed, Comrade
Krishna Chakraborty, Member, Polit Bureau, SUCI(C), said that she was
the product of a correct process of revolutionary life struggle.Even
though she came from a rural background, she quickly acquired the
knowledge of life as she loved exploited people. She had inspired many
young boys and girls to the path of struggle. We will have to advance
this struggle and to make socialist revolution victorious; we need
hundreds and thousands of Prathibhas. (Speech of Comrade Krishna
Chakraborty, will be published later) Paying glowing tribute to Comrade
Prathibhakumari, Comrade K Radhakrishna, Member, Central
Committee and Karnataka State Secretary, SUCI (C), said that she was
an embodiment of the revolutionary character that Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh, wanted to see in women who are oppressed for centuries in the
male dominant society. Her death should not make us helpless or
desperate in agony but we should take pledge to rededicate to the
struggle for which Prathibha toiled all her life. Comrade Chhaya
Mukherjee, All India President, AIMSS & Central Committee Member,
SUCI(C), said that Comrade Prathibha had a sweet and soft character
but she was equally bold and firm as well. She was not only a state
leader of Karnataka but also a member of the national executive of
AIMSS. Her death has created a great void. But, we will have to put in
our whole strength, all cadres, supporters and sympathizers have to come
forward to take up more and more responsibilities. Also paying tributes
to the departed comrade were Comrade BR Manjunath, Secretary,
Bangalore District Committee, SUCI(C), Comrades Jyothi, member of
CPI state committee and leader of National Federation of Indian Women
and Puttegowda of CPI-ML Liberation, Shri GKC Reddy, General
Secretary, JD(U), Karnataka State, Shri HG SomashekarRao, veteran
theatre personality, Smt. Lakshmi Nadagouda, noted theatre personality
Prof. K. Saroja, retired professor, Dharwad Agricultural University.

Comrade Krishna Chakraborty, placing wreath in memory
of departed Comrade Pratibha Kumari

On October 27, a state-level convention of AIDYO was held at Vadodara,
Gujarat, to protest against unemployment, price-rise, corruption, cultural
degradation, atrocities on women etc. Comrade Yogesh Patel, Gujarat State
Secretary of AIDYO presided over and Comrade Dwarika Rath, Gujarat State
Secretary, SUCI(C), released the Gujarati edition of Comrade Shibdas Ghosh’s

book addressed to the youth, named 'Jowane Ne Hakal'. Guest of honour,
eminent citizen Dhirubhai Mistry wished success of the convention. Comrade
B.R. Manjunath, All-India President, AIDYO, in his speech as the main speaker
gave a call to join a protest gathering in Delhi, to commemorate the anniversary
of the heart-rending death of ‘Damini’. Comrade Kanubhai Khadadia ,
President, Gujarat State AIDYO, also spoke on the occasion.
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Long Live
Great November Revolution
In observance of 96th Anniversary of November
Revolution Comrade Sankar Saha, Member, Central
Committee, SUCI(C) placing wreath at the portrait
of great leader Comrade Lenin at the Party Central
Of fice (photo on the left) and Comrade Yakub
Pailan, veteran Member, Central Committee,
SUCI(C) hoisting Party flag at District Party office
at Joynagar, South 24 Parganas.

Ruling capitalist class is trying to establish
2-Party democracy to dupe the people
Contd. from page 2

exploited class. The politics of the
ruling class in our country is the
politics of defending and preserving
capitalism which ensures them
maximum profit and safeguards their
interests in the state assemblies and
the parliament. The vote-based
bourgeois parties pose to be
neutral and claim to be working for
common good but in reality they all
subserve the class interest of the
oppressive capitalist class. The
capitalist class in return provides
them with all the financial help,
media backing and projects them
before the people as ‘democratic
alternatives’.
As against this most deceptive
bourgeois vote politics of which the
pseudo-Marxists like the CPI, CPI
(M) have also become partners,
there is another type of politics, that
is, the politics of safeguarding the
interests of the working class and the
common people, the politics of
overthrowing the capitalist state
which is the mother of all the ills and
the source of all the problems. In our
country, the sole representative of
this politics is the Soc1ialist Unity
Centre of India (Communist) which
is organizing the common people and
the working class all over the country

against the problems faced by them.
The SUCI(C) is of considered view
that though none of the problems
faced by the people can be solved
permanently without overthrowing
the exploitative capitalist system, till
the revolution is not accomplished
after fulfillment of both subjective
and objective conditions in course of
a correct revolutionary process, it is
imperative to build up a powerful
democratic and secular organized
people’s movement to defeat all the
casteist, communal, parochial,
regional and divisive forces and,
under the pressure of such a
movement, compel the ruling class to
accede to the genuine demands of
the people. Our Party has been
organizing people all over the country
on these lines and contesting
elections with the sole aim of
strengthening and spreading the
people’s movement all over the
country. In Buradi, Mukundpur,
Jehangirpuri and various other parts
of Delhi, the SUCI(C) is organizing
people by setting up People’s
Committees and helping them to raise
their voice against all sorts of
oppression
and
exploitation.
SUCI(C) activists have been at the
forefront of the ‘Damini’ movement
as well and they wholeheartedly

State level demonstration by Odisha AIDSO in Bhubaneswar on 8 November
against gradation system and demanding reintroduction of pass-fail system,
exemption of all fees of cyclone & flood affected students of all levels of
education.
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participated in the countrywide anticorruption movement led by Anna
Hazare with the objective of
providing these movements the
correct direction. There is also
growing support towards the Party
among the toiling masses who
consider the party as the only ray
of hope in this all-pervading
darkness.
While the bourgeois conspiracy
is to black-out all the activities of the
Party and to maintain a conspiracy
of silence, it is incumbent on the
people of Delhi to grab even the
slightest opportunity to send a

genuine representative of theirs, a
tried and tested soldier of
democratic movement, to the
Assembly to uphold their cause and
reflect the voice of people inside the
House.
Comrade
Manager
Chaurasia, Member, Delhi State
Organising Committee of the
SUCI(C) who has been at the
forefront of all the struggles
launched by the Party in these
areas is contesting the Buradi
Assembly seat as the Party’s
candidate. We fervently appeal
to vote Comrade Chaurasia and
make him victorious.

Make SUCI (C) candidate victorious
in Rajasthan Assembly election
SUCI(C) candidate Comrade Subhash Chandra is contesting
from the Pilani assembly seat of Rajasthan. We fervently appeal
to the electorates of Pilani to make Comrade Subhash victorious
and strengthen the politics of movement as against the vile
bourgeois vote politics of power, lucre and divisiveness.

Comrade Sankar Saha attends
APOSHO conference in Jakarta
The Conference and Seminar
organized
by
Asia-Pacific
Occupational Safety and Health
Organisation (APOSHO) with
representatives from 27 countries
was held from 8 to 12 October, 2013
at Jakarta, Indonesia. Participating
in the debate on occupational safety,
health and environment Comrade
Sankar Saha, General Secretary,
AIUTUC,
Member,
Central
Committee, SUCI(C), and Member,
Governing Body and Vice-Chairman
(Workers) of APOSHO, reminded
all that the society has utterly failed
to do justice to the workers
particularly in regard to their safety
and health. Citing the ILO report, he
mentioned 2.02 million people die
each year from work related
diseases, 3,21,000 people die each
year from occupational accidents,
160 million non-fatal work related

diseases per year, which means in
every 15 seconds, a worker dies
from work-related accident or
disease and in every 15 seconds 151
workers face a work-related
accident. He regretted that this
alarming situation exists in spite of
lofty claims and depiction of rosy
pictures by respected speakers from
various countries and APOSHO.
Comrade Saha pointed out that
whatever occupational safety and
healthcare facilities as also the
working environment the workers
presently enjoy is undisputedly an
outcome of the arduous movement
over the years. Furtherance of all
those facilities can only be
achieved
through
prolonged
movement of the society that hates
exploitation and the movement shall
have to be led by the classconscious workers.

: PROVASH GHOSH
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